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[ NB: This original drawing is at the scale 1/200
and ideally should be reproduced to 80%,
resulting at the scale 1/250.
Typeface size is to be adjusted accordingly. ]

Brighton College Music School

1  Recital Hall
2  percussion room
3  equipment room
4  store
5  Home Ground

  6  GGS building
  7  Liu dining hall  
  8  dining hall corridor
  9  o�ce
10 kitchenette

11  practice rooms
12  plant
13  female WC
14  lobby
15  WCs

longitudinal section
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1 Recital hall
2  Percussion room
3  Control and  

equipment box
4  Store
5  Lodge and head  

of music’s office 
6  Practice rooms

Section

7  WCs
8 Lobby 
9  Plant
10  Dining hall
11  Covered corridor 

to dining hall
12  Playing field
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the playing fields, its colourful chevron tiled 
roof floating above its stone walls on clere-
story windows.

What appears from this aspect to be a 
single room building in fact tucks in a whole 
music department beneath, including a cor-
ridor of practice rooms, reception/lodge and 
head of music’s office, as well as a control box, 
percussion room and processional steel stair.

Most impressive is the commitment by 
the architect to making a technically ex-
cellent environment for the appreciation 
of music largely without exposing it in the 
 architecture. It involved sizeable air han-
dling plant, acoustically separated floors be-
tween rooms, specific build-up in the glass, 
internal shutters, thick walls and deep sills, 
gills integrated into joinery and masses of 
insulation, particularly in the roof, which 
unfortunately is the only aspect of the pro-
ject which could perhaps have been finished 
more delicately.

But inside, a neutral colour scheme leaves 
the aesthetic stage clear for the music that 
will be made here to fill the space. •
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Below right The winding 
steel stair overlooks the 
courtyard by the main 
entrance, its underside 
painted bright red.
Below left A heavy wall 
processes air at the 
back of the recital hall 
and contains the control 
room. Gills along the 
walls can be opened  
to create different 
acoustic environments.


